
Sound energy
Humans and other animals rely heavily on sound 
energy to communicate with each other. You can 
use your voice, whistle or tap something to make 
a sound. How else can you make a sound?

Good vibrations
All sounds are caused by vibrations. When you speak or 
sing, the vocal cords in your throat vibrate. You can feel 
the vibrations if you put your hand over the front of 
your throat. When you strike a drum, the up and down 
movements of the drum skin cause the air around the 
drum to vibrate. When the drum skin moves down, 
the air particles near it are pulled back, spreading 
them out. A fraction of a second later the drum skin 

moves back up, squeezing the air 
particles together.

The energy of the air 
particles is transferred to 

nearby air particles, 
causing them to 
vibrate as well. 
This creates a 
moving series 
of compressions 
(air particles 
closer together 

than usual) 
and rarefactions 

(air particles 
further apart 
than usual) 

10.5

WHAT DOES IT MEAN?

INVESTIGATION 10.5

Modelling sound waves
 AIM  To model sound waves on  
a slinky

METHOD
 ◗

 ◗

 ◗

DISCUSS AND EXPLAIN

1 

2 

Compression

Rarefaction

Air particles

Vibrating drum

Direction of
sound wave

The sound wave
a moment later

Sound waves consist of a series of vibrating air particles.

Modelling sound waves 
using a slinky spring
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that move away from the source of the sound. These 
moving compressions and rarefactions are what we 
know as sound waves. If enough energy is transferred to 
the vibrating air, the sound waves reach your eardrum 
and you hear sound.

The highness or lowness of a sound is called its 
pitch. The faster an object vibrates, the higher the pitch 
of the sound it makes. A short string vibrates faster 
than a long one and so has a higher pitch. When you 
blow across the top of a straw, the air inside it vibrates. 
If the straw is shorter, the air inside vibrates faster, 
producing a higher pitched sound.

The need for air
When a mobile phone rings in a bell jar, the sound 
can be heard clearly. But if the air inside is sucked out 
by a vacuum pump, the sound can’t be heard. Sound 
energy cannot travel through empty space — it can 
travel only by making particles vibrate. In empty space 

HOW ABOUT THAT!

there are no particles to vibrate. Light energy, unlike 
sound, can travel through empty space. It doesn’t need 
particles. So you can still see the ringing phone in the 
bell jar, even if you can’t hear it.

Making it louder
If you pluck a stretched guitar string while it is not 
attached to a guitar, it vibrates but makes very little 
sound. If you strike a stretched drum skin while it is 
not attached to the drum, it makes very little noise. 
Even your own vocal cords make very little noise while 
they are vibrating. In each of these cases, a vibration is 
needed to create the sound but an enclosed region of 
air is needed to make the sound louder.

The air inside the body of an acoustic guitar is set 
vibrating by the strings. The air inside a drum vibrates 
when the drum skin is struck. The vibrating air inside 
your throat and mouth makes the sound created by 
your vocal cords loud enough to be heard.

Bell jar

Mobile phone

Sponge

To vacuum pump

Bell jar

Laser pointer

To vacuum pump

Sound energy cannot 
travel through empty 
space. Sound waves 
require a medium 
to travel through; 
light does not.
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The sounds of music
How do musical instruments produce sound? 
The energy comes from the person playing the 
instrument — but what does the instrument do to 
convert that energy into sound?

With an acoustic guitar, the vibrations are made 
by plucking the strings. The air around the sound 
hole vibrates, causing the air inside the body of the 
guitar to vibrate. In an electric guitar, a microphone 
or pick-up detects the vibrating air and an amplifier is 
used to make the sound louder. The pitch of the sound 
made by a guitar is increased by shortening the strings 
using your fingers, tightening the strings or using 
lighter strings.

A saxophone’s vibrations are first made when 
air is blown across a thin wooden reed. The air 

inside the saxophone then vibrates, making a loud 
sound. The pitch can be changed by using keys 
to open or close holes. When all the holes are 
closed, the saxophone contains a long column of 
air, producing a low-pitched sound. As holes are 
opened, the length of the air column becomes 
shorter, and the pitch increases.

The didgeridoo is a wind instrument that has no 
holes to change the length of the column of vibrating 
air. The player blows into the instrument using 
loosely vibrating lips to control how quickly the air 
inside vibrates.

Sounding great
Like light, sound energy can be transmitted, reflected 
or absorbed when it meets a new substance.

INVESTIGATION 10.6

Vibrations and pitch
 AIM  To investigate the relationship between the size of 
a vibrating object and pitch of the sound it produces

METHOD AND rESulTS
 ◗

 ◗

1 

 ◗

 ◗

2 

 ◗

3 

DISCuSS AND EXPlAIN

4 

INVESTIGATION 10.7

Making it louder
 AIM  To explore methods of increasing the 
loudness of sound

METHOD AND RESULTS
 ◗

 ◗

1 

 ◗

2 

DISCUSS AND EXPLAIN

3 
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•	 All materials transmit some sound, some better 
than others. That’s why you can sometimes hear 
conversations from the other side of a wall.

•	 Sound is reflected from hard substances like the 
tiles in your bathroom. Each note that you sing in 
the shower lasts longer because it is reflected over 
and over again from hard surfaces. This effect is 
called reverberation.

•	 Soft materials, like curtains and carpet, absorb 
much more sound than walls of plaster or tiles.

INVESTIGATION 10.8

Making music
 AIM  To explore the ways in which musical  
instruments make sound

METHOD
 ◗

 ◗

DISCUSS AND EXPLAIN

1 

2 
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Concert halls are 
designed to control the 
transmission, reflection 
and absorption of sound. 
For example, the timber 
in the panelling on the 
ceiling and walls of 
the concert hall in the 
Melbourne Recital Centre 
was selected because 
it minimises reflection 
and reverberation. In the 
Melbourne Concert Hall, 
Hamer Hall, heavy curtains 
behind the audience can 
be closed to increase the 
amount of sound absorbed.

UNDERSTANDING AND INQUIRING
REMEMBER

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

THINK

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

Musical 
instrument

What vibrates 
first?

What makes the 
sound louder?

CREATE AND EXPLAIN

14 

INVESTIGATE

15 

The Elisabeth Murdoch Hall at the Melbourne Recital Centre
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ENERGY TRANSFERS AND TRANSFORMATIONS

 ■ define the term ‘energy’
 ■ identify bodies that possess kinetic energy because of 

their motion
 ■ define potential energy as stored energy
 ■ differentiate between gravitational, chemical and elastic 

potential energy
 ■ outline examples of transformations from potential and 

kinetic energy into other forms of energy
 ■ recognise that heat energy is always produced as a 

by-product of energy transfers
 ■ use flow diagrams to illustrate changes between 

different forms of energy

HEAT, LIGHT AND SOUND ENERGY

 ■ define heat as energy in transit from one object or 
substance to another object or substance with a 
lower temperature

 ■ describe and compare the transfer of heat by 
conduction, convection and radiation

 ■ differentiate between luminous and non-luminous objects
 ■ relate the ability to see non-luminous objects to the 

scattering and reflection of light
 ■ describe sound as a series of vibrating air particles
 ■ recognise that heat, light and sound energy can be 

transmitted, reflected or absorbed

SCIENCE AS A HUMAN ENDEAVOUR

 ■ explain how the unwanted transfer of heat can be 
decreased to reduce the amount of energy needed for 
home heating, cooling and lighting

 ■ describe the energy transformations involved in playing a 
variety of musical instruments

 ■ investigate how energy efficiency can reduce 
energy consumption

 ■ investigate the development of more energy-efficient 
motor vehicles

Answers for this chapter can be 
found online in your eBookPLUS.

Online section
This section of the chapter can be found online in your 
eBookPLUS.
10.6 Thinking tools: Matrixes and Venn diagrams 

Individual pathways

Activity 10.1
Transferring and 
transforming  
energy
doc-6093

Activity 10.2
Investigating  
energy
doc-6094

Activity 10.3
Analysing energy
doc-6095

eLessons

energy in disguise
Did you know that all energy is constantly being transformed 
and transferred from one object to another? This eLesson 
helps you to discover that there’s more going on in your 
world than meets the eye as you learn about the different 
types of energy and the laws that govern them. A worksheet 
is attached to further your understanding.
searchlight ID: eles-0063

Australian International Model solar Challenge
Learn about the exciting annual event where Australian high 
school students compete by building and racing model cars 
and boats.

searchlight In: eles-0068

Interactivity

Coaster
This interactivity helps you apply your knowledge of energy 
to an amusement ride.  Identify the positions in a roller-
coaster ride where the car 
would have more kinetic 
energy and where it would 
have more gravitational 
energy.  Instant feedback 
is provided.
searchlight ID: int-0226

STUDY CHECKLIST

FOCUS activity
Access more details about focus activities for this chapter in 
your eBookPLUs. doc-10560

 DIgITaL rESOUrCES
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Link to assessON for questions to  
test your readiness FOr learning, your  
progress As you learn and your levels OF 
achievement. www.assesson.com.au

1 Replace each of the following descriptions with a 
single word.
(a) Energy associated with all moving objects
(b) Energy that is stored
(c) The form of energy that causes an object to have a 

high temperature
(d) The form of energy stored in a battery that is not 

connected to anything
(e) The source of most of the Earth’s light

2 Explain why the amount of energy in the universe 
never changes.

3 Describe an example of an object that has:
(a) elastic potential energy
(b) gravitational potential energy.

4 Draw a flowchart to illustrate the energy transformations 
that take place:
(a) after you switch on a torch
(b) when a firecracker is lit
(c) when a ball rolls down a hill and then up another hill.

5 When a kettle of water is boiled on a gas cooktop, not all 
of the energy stored in the gas is used to heat the water. 
Where does the rest of the energy go?

6 Explain why it is not possible for an energy converter like a 
battery or car to have an efficiency of 100%.

7 Explain how fibreglass batts are able to reduce the 
loss of heat through the ceiling by both conduction 
and convection.

LOOKINg BaCK

9 Each of the diagrams on the  
right shows radiated 
heat falling  
on a solid object. 
Which diagram  
shows heat being:
(a) absorbed
(b) reflected
(c) transmitted?

10 Explain how your body keeps  
its core temperature at 37 °C  
even when the air temperature  
is greater than this.

11 Explain how you are able to  
see an object like a tree even  
though it doesn’t produce its own light energy.

12 Make a list of as many luminous objects as you can.

13 Why is it incorrect to describe fluorescent lights 
as incandescent?

14 You can’t normally see the beam of light coming from a 
car headlight. However you can see the beams if there is 
fog or smoke in the air. How does the fog or smoke make 
a difference?

15 When a sound is made, what happens to the particles in 
the regions of the air nearby that are called:
(a) compressions
(b) rarefactions?

16 When an object making sound vibrates faster, what 
happens to the pitch of the sound?

17 When you sing in the shower the sound of your 
voice reverberates.
(a) What happens to sound energy to cause reverberation?
(b) Why don’t you observe reverberation when you sing in 

a room with carpet and soft curtains?
(c) In some outdoor places, if you speak loudly you can 

hear an echo. For example, you might say ‘hello’ and 
a second or two later you hear the word ‘hello’ again. 
Explain how an 
echo is different 
from a 
reverberation.

18 Explain what 
is wrong with 
this cartoon.

Radiated
heat

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

10.5 Energy: Puzzleswork
sheet

8 Heat moves from regions of high temperature to regions of 
low temperature by conduction, convection or radiation. 
In which of these three ways is heat most likely to 
be transferred:
(a) from a frying pan to an egg being fried
(b) from the sun to the planets of the solar system
(c) through water in a saucepan on a hotplate or 

gas burner
(d) through a metal spoon being used to stir hot soup
(e) from a very hot and bright light globe near the ceiling to 

your body directly beneath?
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ICT aCTIvITY 

Your task
Your team will prepare and deliver a report for the client that 
provides the following information:
•	 The best location to place the trial cottage (keeping in 

mind that it can be placed somewhere close to a source of 
renewable energy)

•	 Suggestions as to how the cottage can be made as energy 
efficient as possible

•	 A detailed estimate of how much electricity will need to be 
generated to power the cottage and run appliances

•	 A justified recommendation as to which renewable 
energy system should be used to generate that amount 
of electricity and how it would be supplied to the 
trial cottage

•	 An estimate of how much the energy system will cost, 
using costs for similar systems available on the internet as 
a guideline.

The report will take the form of an oral presentation 
with visuals (which may include PowerPoint slides and 
models). The presentation should be between six and eight 
minutes long.

Process
Open the ProjectsPLUS application for this chapter located 
in your eBookPLUS. Watch the introductory video lesson and 
then click the ‘Start Project’ button to set up your project 
group. You can complete this project individually or invite other 
members of your class to form a group. Save your settings and 
the project will be launched.

going green
SEarCHLIgHT ID: PrO-0093

Scenario
As the supply of fossil fuels dwindles, cities become more 
crowded and human-caused global warming becomes an 
unavoidable reality, an increasing number of people are 
opting for a more self-sufficient lifestyle. To meet this need, 
an increasing number of architecture and building firms 
specialise in the design and construction of energy-efficient 
houses that are able to exist off the electricity grid indefinitely 
because they use electricity generation systems that meet all 
of the household’s needs using renewable energy sources.
 You and your team at Sustainable Housing Solutions have 
been approached by a potential client who wants to build a 
series of sustainable eco-tourist cottages in remote locations 
across the country. To see whether your company should be 
awarded the lucrative contract to oversee the work on the 
whole chain of cottages, the client has asked you to make 
a presentation detailing how you would make one of these 
cottages as energy efficient and self-sustaining as possible. 
You can place this trial cottage anywhere in the country 
for your presentation purposes, provided that it is at least 
100 km away from any town with a population greater than 
5000 people. Other criteria must also be met as follows:
•	 All of the cottages will have the same layout and will 

be constructed of mud bricks and have tiled roofs 
(you will be given a copy of the plan). While you can 
change the orientation and location of the cottage, you 
cannot change the design or these 
construction materials.

•	 Each cottage must have the following 
appliances: refrigerator, washing 
machine, stove, microwave, TV 
set, DVD player and stereo system. 
Smaller appliances such as toasters, 
shavers, hairdryers and computers may 
occasionally be used by guests as well.

•	 The cottages must be cool in summer 
and warm in winter; the client is not 
opposed to the idea of a reverse-cycle 
air-conditioner or fans.

•	 There must be sufficient lighting to be 
able to read in every room.

•	 The cottages will not be attached to 
the national electricity grid — all of 
the electricity needs of each cottage 
must be met using a renewable 
energy source in its area. (Water will 
be provided from rainwater tanks 
and septic tanks will take care of 
the sewage.)
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